Dear Spectacular Sharks,

Clark the Shark is back with a new adventure—all about sharing! Clark and his classmates know sharing is the best way to show they care. But it can be hard to give away special snacks to friends or pass the ball on the sports field. Sharing takes on many different forms but the end result is always the same—everyone’s included and everyone’s having fun!

In this downloadable booklet, you will find all of the reproducible activities you need to throw a jawesome celebration.

Have a super sharing party!

The HarperCollins Sea Critters
SUPERB SHARING!

Celebrate sharing by writing a poem below. Use adjectives that begin with each letter of the word SHARING. There are some suggestions below. Before you know it, you’ll be a poet!
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MURKY MAZE
Help Clark the Shark get to school in time for Show and Share!
SPECTACULAR SPOT
THE DIFFERENCE

Can you spot the seven differences between the two pictures below?
Connect the dots below to find out who Clark learns to share with!
TERRIFIC TIPS FOR SHARING

Clark the Shark learns that sharing is caring.
Below are some sharing tips to show how you care!

1. HELPING OTHERS

Helping others is a great way to share your support. Try helping your parents clean up at home, your teacher pass out papers, or your friend carry a heavy object.

2. GIVING ITEMS AWAY

Giving away items or food you don’t use or need is another way to share. Donate any gently used toys to a charity or cans of food to a food bank.

3. BRAINSTORMING IDEAS

Does someone you know have a problem and is stumped? Try offering ideas — together you can brainstorm the best solutions!

WHAT OTHER SHARING TIPS DO YOU HAVE?
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AMAZING ANSWERS

Superb Sharing!
Special
Helpful
Awesome
Respectful
Imaginative
Nice
Good

Murky Maze

Spectacular Spot the Difference

Coral leaves are blue, octopus leg is missing, line on shell is missing, red color changed on Clark’s stick, Clark’s hat is missing, red coral reef was added, coral leaf plant is pink.

Clever Connect the Dots
Clark shares with his little brother!
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